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Direct Measurement of Learners’ Graphing Interactions for Automated Formative Assessment in a
Digital Tablet Environment

Benjamin E. Erlandson, Ph.D.
Essential Complexity
Abstract
This methodological paper explores theoretical and practical foundations for the development of
measurement instruments embedded in a tabletbased interactive digital graphing platform for use in
unobtrusive automated formative assessment of learners’ performance when plotting and/or visualizing
data as all or part of a learning task. Practical matters of data plotting and manipulation as formative
performance assessment are addressed. Exemplary tasks are provided as a basis for further examination
and discussion of identified practical matters. Modeling learners’ growth in graphing ability over time is
explored in the context of experimental research of cognitive factors of graphing interactions.
Introduction
What is the best approach for developing and implementing an intelligent, computerbased
assessment system for directly measuring learners’ graphing ability using measurement instrumentation
that can track these learners’ performance as manifest through direct multitouch construction,
manipulation, and annotation of interactive data visualizations in a digital tabletbased graphing application?
An establishment of theoretical foundations begins with an exploration of multitouch surface computing,
gesture sets, and relevant taxonomies for interactive data visualization. These are coupled with relevant
research on learning with graphs and graphing ability, including: comprehension, interpretation, and
construction of graphs in various contexts.
This theoretical foundation is followed by an exploration of the practical considerations inherent in
the formalization of graph interpretation and construction as formative assessment tasks in a
conceptualized digital learning environment. A series of authentic graphing tasks are provided as
exemplars. Evidencecentered assessment design (ECD) and its fourprocess architecture of assessment
delivery is used as a framework for these considerations, including the pragmatics of stakeholders’
interactions with the tasks and associated performance data. Then, specifics for the measurement of
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graphing performance  including the tracking and scoring of performances  are discussed, followed by
an exploration of the relationship between the DGP and experimental research on cognitive load and
learning.

Theoretical Foundations
Multitouch and Gesture Interaction
Digital tablets  such as the Apple iPad and Google Nexus  and their affordance of multitouch
interactivity through surface computing technology represent a readily accessible, increasingly pervasive
platform for learning through direct manipulations of interactive data visualizations. Classifying the
gestural combinations inherent in multitouch interactivity can serve as a framework for understanding
intentions of a learner as she touches the data or representations presented on the tablet screen. Coupled
with frameworks of interactivity with data visualizations and aligned with conceptual frameworks for
learners’ development of graphing ability, these gesture sets have the potential to provide direct evidence
of growth in learners’ graphing ability  through a series of graphing performances over time.
Although multitouch interface technology was initially conceptualized decades ago (Nakatani &
Rohrlich, 1983), only recently have researchers begun exploring codified interactions between people and
information in these digital spaces, likely due to the proliferation of devices supporting such surface
interactivity. Moscovich and Hughes (2008) conducted two brief experiments to compare one and
twohanded multitouch manipulations, with cognitive implications based on completion time and control.
Dohse and colleagues (2008) investigated combined tracking techniques to facilitate simultaneous touch
interaction by multiple users, indicating a potential for facilitating feedback on collaborative tasks.
Similarly, Cheng and colleagues (2009) mapped gestures to their theorized
humanintentionmachineinterpretation model (HIMI) using touch states, transitions, and associations for
the purpose of tracking collaborative interactions in touchbased digital learning environments.
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North and colleagues (2009) conducted a user study for gesture analysis during surface
computing, compiling a common gesture set and noting that participants used a variety of two handed
coordination, especially for grouping tasks. Observing children’s and adults’ casual use of an interactive
aquarium display, Hinrichs and Carpendale (2011) found that previously used gestures tend to influence
the formation of subsequent gestures. Frisch and colleagues (2009) conducted a small user study (n=14)
to elicit the collection of codified touch and pen gesture combinations for editing node and link network
diagrams. This process could serve as model procedure for eliciting similar codified gestures in other
graph types. As a followup, Frisch and other colleagues (2011) describe their NEAT framework, a set of
pen and touch gestures for creating graphical layouts without selecting tools, a framework that could prove
useful in understanding learners’ approaches to graph construction. Similar in value, Kammer and
colleagues (2011) identified five levels of computer support for multitouch manipulations: physical,
rulebased, consistency, functional, and semantic.
While Zeleznik and colleagues (2010) have developed a prototype multitouch application for pen
and gestural manipulation of mathematical expressions, there is limited graphing capability included (using
drawn arrows to automatically generate graphs). However, Wobbrock and colleagues (2008) have
developed a gesture taxonomy and a userdefined gesture set mapped to quantitative performance
measures  with implications for design and technology.
Interactive Data Visualization
Ward, Grinstein, and Keim (2010) provide an extensive overview of the current state of the art of
the field of interactive data visualization, including foundations and techniques of visualization, human
perception and processing of visualization, and techniques of interactions, as well as a taxonomy of
interaction concepts: navigation, selection, filtering, reconfiguring, encoding, connection,
abstracting/elaborating, and hybrid interactions with visualizations. Similar to Wobbrock’s (2008) work
with gestures, Yi and colleagues (2007) propose seven general categories of interaction with data,
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organized around a user’s intent while interacting with a system (as opposed to the affordances of the
system itself): select, explore, reconfigure, encode, abstract/elaborate, filter, and connect. In the
process of forming these categories, several relevant categories of information visualization taxonomies
were identified, including: taxonomical dimensions of interaction techniques (see Tweedie, 1997; Spence,
2007); taxonomies of interaction operations (see Ward & Yang, 2004); and taxonomies of user tasks (see
Zhou & Feiner, 1998; Amar, Egan, and Stasko, 2005).
Currently, there is minimal literature concerning human learning with interactive data
visualizations. However, in an introduction to a special issue on the topic  “dynamic” visualizations and
learning  Hegarty (2004) notes the potential cognitive costs and benefits of interactivity with complex
data, suggesting cognitive task analyses prior to interactive visualization design, especially for learning
tasks. Additionally, she suggests more of a focus upon internal visualizations of learners as they work with
data visualizations (static and interactive) during expertise acquisition in a given domain. In the same
special issue, Bodemer and colleagues agree that mental processing for dynamic/interactive visualizations
can also be very demanding and thus easily overburden the learners’ cognitive capacities. They go on to
suggest:
“As a consequence, learners frequently limit their attention to the most perceptually salient
but not necessarily the most thematically relevant features of the visualisations, do not
interact with them in a structured and goaloriented way, and do not systematically relate
the different sources of information to each other in order to construct a coherent mental
representation” (p.338).
Learning With Graphs
The same seems to hold true in less complex information visualization environments (i.e., simple,
static graphs). Carpenter and Shah (1998) found that graph comprehension emerges from an integrated
sequence of several types of processes: patternrecognition processes that encode graphic patterns,
interpretive processes that operate on those patterns to retrieve or construct qualitative and quantitative
meanings, and integrative processes that relate these meanings to the referents inferred from labels and
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titles. Duesbery and colleagues (2011) studied the effect of decorative dimensionality on graph
comprehension, producing a potentially useful cognitive demands framework based on their findings.
Additionally, they note:
“...we need to develop a new paradigm for interacting with graphs, one in which the graph
reader exercises more personal control over the graph’s specifiers. The future of data
graphics may lie in a conversation between the graph and the graph reader. Advances in
technology may help to foster this dynamism.” (p. 91)
Similarly, Ratwani and colleagues (2008) studied the processes required to extract specific
information and to integrate information from increasingly complex graphs by collecting verbal protocol
and eye movement data in three experiments with undergraduate students. As a result, they offer design
principles to improve visual and cognitive integration from graphs. Mautone and Mayer (2007) sought to
improve students’ comprehension of scientific graphs by adapting scaffolding techniques used to aid text
comprehension. They found that combining signaling and concrete graphic organizers resulted in increases
in both relational and causal statements, consistent with a cognitive model of graph comprehension.
Friel and colleagues (2001) define graph comprehension as “abilities of graph readers to derive
meaning from graphs created by others or themselves” (p. 145), noting the emergence of three levels of
graph comprehension. The elementary level is focused on extracting data from the graph: translation.
The intermediate level is focused on interpolating relationships in the data based on the graph:
interpretation. The advanced level is focused on extrapolating from the data and analyzing the
relationships implicit in a graph: prediction. Further, they note four critical factors in graph comprehension:
the purpose for using graphs, characteristics of the task, characteristics of the discipline (domain), and
characteristics of the reader. Shah and Hoeffner (2002) also connect graph comprehension and
interpretation in their review of the cognitive literature on how viewers comprehend graphs, leading to
three major factors that influence viewers’ interpretations of graphs: visual characteristics of graphs, a
viewer’s knowledge of graphs, and the viewer’s knowledge and expectations about the data/content
represented in the graph. These all have potential as key factors in measuring and assessing learners’
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graphing ability.
Recently, there has been research focused upon graph interpretation (and use) in learning
contexts. Lowrie and Diezmann (2011) studied gender difference in performance with a variety of
graphcentric problem tasks in Australian children. In a study of ninth graders conducting graphing tasks,
Vogel and colleagues (2007) found that supplantation (external illustration) of mental operations on graphs
can be a useful tool to support adequate understanding of graphs, especially if these supplantations are
adjusted to individual learner ability. Previously, Preece and Janvier (1992) conducted interviews with 14
and 15year old students to discern these students’ ability to interpret trends in multiple curve data
representations. They found that context affects interpretation. ValeroMora and Ledesma (2011) found
that enabling pointing, selecting, and color change techniques is useful for low/moderate math proficiency
undergraduate students when learning multivariate data analysis with interactive graphs. In their study of
a seventh grade science unit on water quality, Wu and Krajcik (2006) found that constructing and
interpreting graphs and tables provided students with opportunities to discuss, review, and clarify questions
about concepts and the inquiry process.
Tairab and AlNaqbi (2004) studied tenth grade students’ abilities to interpret and construct
graphs, finding that these students do not necessarily have the ability to interpret graphical information, and
further that these students tended to interpret graphs much better than construct them. As might be
expected, middle school students also find making graphical representations  constructing graphs 
difficult (Berg & Phillips, 1994; Clements, Mokros, & Schultz 1985; Mevarech & Kramarsky 1997). In a
study in which seventh, ninth, and eleventh grade students’ graphing abilities were assessed by having the
subjects construct and interpret numerous graphs of varying content and difficulty, Berg and Phillips
(1994) found that students who did not possess identified logical thinking structures were more likely to be
dependent upon, and influenced by, perceptual cues  and less able to interpret or construct graphs
correctly. As a followup, Berg and Smith (1994) conducted a largescale study comparing the
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effectiveness of multiplechoice and freeresponse (drawn) graphing tests across abilities and grades,
finding significant positive results in favor of the validity freedrawn tests over multiplechoice.
Toward a Graphing Platform
Considering an advancement of assessment practice within the domain of graph comprehension,
interpretation, and construction, Friel and colleagues (2001) have proposed a construct of graph sense, an
ability that “develops gradually as a result of one's creating graphs and using already designed graphs in a
variety of problem contexts that require making sense of data” (p. 145). They have also articulated a
series of behaviors associated with graph sense, such as understanding the relationships among tables,
graphs, and data being analyzed. In his focus on mathematical thinking, Mooney (2002) has developed and
validated a framework for characterizing the development of middle school students’ thinking across four
processes: describing data; organizing and reducing data; representing data; and analyzing and interpreting
data  with four levels of achievement: idiosyncratic, transitional, quantitative, and analytical. Finally, as a
result of their review of the cognitive literature relevant to graphing ability, Shah and Hoeffner (2002)
realize a number of unanswered questions concerning the ways in which students at various levels of
expertise construct graphs, such as what sorts of errors students actually make when constructing graphs,
and whether familiarity bias toward specific representation formats exists across levels.
These questions substantiate the need for a platform for learners to demonstrate graphing
performance  in the context of authentic problems and solutions. Such a platform could be used to better
understand how students approach graph construction as they are also learning to comprehend and
interpret these representations of data. If built for flexibility in approach, this platform could support
usercentric pathways of graph construction, allowing for learnercentric demonstration of growth in
graphing abilities  graph sense  using a variety of alternative approaches in construction. Simply put,
the platform could learn from the learner without many assumptions about specific strategies the learner
should be using to construct a particular graph  an initially reactive tracking system that can learn to be
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a proactive feedback system.
Similarly, such a platform could facilitate laboratorybased cognitive task analyses, as well as
dualtask methodological studies (e.g., Brünken, Steinbacher, Plass, & Leutner, 2002) for isolating factors
of cognitive load (Sweller, Van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998) in various forms (and combinations) of
comprehension, interpretation, and construction tasks. Finally, based on Hegarty’s (2004) urging for
attention toward internalized visualizations of learners during graph interpretation, gesture or penbased
tools in such a platform could allow for these learners to externalize their internalized visualizations of
various data during attempted acquisitions of expertise via practice tasks. How should such a system be
built? What should it look like? How should it function?

A Digital Graphing Platform for Learning and Assessment
A digital graphing platform (DGP) can be conceptualized in many ways. Behrens and colleagues
(2012) have offered an amorphous “fourspace” model for assessmentoriented simulations that seems to
be a good fit for designing this DGP: problem space, tool space, solution space, and response space.
Essentially, the problem space is the constraint of the nature of the task: narrow vs. openended.
Concerning the tool space, they define a tool as “any affordance that potentially improves the performance
of the individual over the same state without the tool” (p. 10). Strictly defined, the solution space is the set
of activities (tasks) undertaken to accomplish the goals identified in response to the established problem
space. Loosely conceptualized, it is the provision of a variety of avenues for solving complex problems 
quite relevant to the authenticity of context necessary for appropriate graph sense acquisition. The
response space is the range of activities that are marked for evaluation (assessment). There is potential
for substantial overlap in the solution and response spaces, especially in the case of the DGP.
To maintain a naturalistic approach to graphing interactions (and assessing those interactions), the
interface for the DGP should be minimalist, with a focus on the graphs themselves. Tables, when relevant
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to the problem, solution, or response space, should also have prominence within the interface. Other UI
elements should be used sparingly and appear in a justintime manner. This section continues with
descriptions of inputs, components, interactions, and outputs inherent in the DGP. These are followed with
the presentation of several example tasks and a description of the assessment delivery architecture for the
DGP (with ample linkage to exemplified tasks).
Inputs
The DGP should foster naturalistic multimodal input: multitouch surface gestures and pen (stylus)
drawing, voice recording and recognition. Figure 1 includes several potential surface gestures. Finger
gestures and pen stylus strokes can be used separately or in combination to generate text and graphics as
part of a learner’s graph construction, manipulation, and annotation. As a learner conducts tangible
actions, he/she may also generate voice narration, which can be recorded and synchronized with
associated actions. Options for voice commands via voice recognition may also be considered  including
the potential for automated narration recording as a learner begins speaking (i.e., increased immersion).
Should the learner need precise control for alphanumeric content entry, a soft keyboard or keypad can
appear on the surface as needed.

pinch

horizontal drag
omnidirectional swipe

double tap

tap and hold
rotate

vertical flick

twofinger
triple tap

Figure 1. Example surface gestures
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Components
Several components can serve as information vehicles within the DGP, including graphs, tables,
maps, notes, dialog boxes, and traditional assessment item types. Components made available to the
learner in the DGP for any given task would be considered part of the tool space. Each of the various
graph components (Figure 2) should contain graphical and textual subcomponents that can be manipulated
by the learner depending on the nature of the data and the task (e.g., axis labels, bars, wedges). For
example, consider the bar graph (Figure 2b). Learners could add, remove, and change the text of all
labels, as well as the number and shape/length of bars and number of reference lines for the yaxis.

a. Area Graph

b. Bar Graph

d. Line Graph
e. Radar Chart

c. Pie Graph

f. Scatterplot

Figure 2. Example graph/chart types
Similarly, the presence and level of interactivity fostered by subcomponents of a table component
(Figure 3a) would be based on the nature of the task and associated data. If necessary to the task, an
interactive map component (Figure 3b) could provide an alternative mechanism for viewing data
distributions. Such a map could have labels, layers of visualizations (using different color coding schemes),
and even hovertriggered dialog displays with tables and graphs.
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b. Interactive Map Component

Figure 3. Example interactive data table and map components
Figure 4 shows a variety of components. The learner could generate typed or written notes as
necessary when interacting with graphs and tables in the DGP. Instructions and other expository text
could be generated and displayed in dialog boxes. Certainly, the inclusion of pedagogical agents in the
DGP is worth consideration. Finally, traditional assessment item types (such as a multiple choice question)
can also be delivered to the learner as part of the DGP.

Figure 4. Notes, dialog box, and traditional assessment item displayed in the DGP
Interactions
The DGP affords learner interactions with data and visualizations that, when observed as patterns,
can serve as sources of evidence for inference about a learner’s comprehension, interpretation, and
completion of graphs. These interactions can be loosely categorized as graph generation, manipulation,
and annotation. Graph generation interactions are those which entail adding components (e.g., graphs,
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tables) to the solution space, and adding subcomponents (e.g., lines, shapes, labels) to components in the
solution space. Manipulation interactions are those which entail modification or removal of components or
subcomponents currently in the solution space. Rearrangement of components within the solution space
is also a form of manipulation interaction.
Annotation interactions may take many forms, including the creation of typed note components
and their direct attachment (linkage) to the annotated component. A recorded voice comment spoken by
the learner (with or without specific linkage to an annotated component) is another form of annotation
interaction. The learner has the option to draw or highlight directly upon any component in the solution
space (using gestures or stylus strokes) as another type of annotation interaction. Finally, another potential
form of annotation interaction is a learner’s nondrawn gestures conducted within or across components 
a form of thinking with one’s hands, per se  perhaps conducted while making (recorded) spoken
observations about the components in the solution space.
Outputs
Outputs of the DGP are those components which are considered part of the response space.
Typically this set of components would include anything generated or modified by the learner as part of the
solution space: tables, graphs, maps, annotations, etc. These components could then be refined by the
learner as a curated set to be considered a response to the established problem. Alternatively, a set of
components could be automatically considered a response  such as might be the case if a learner fails to
complete a solution.
Additional output from the DGP would take the form of packages of performance data gathered
about a learner’s interactions with the various components in the solution space. These data packages
would be one or more of a combination of XML, JSON, or direct insertion into SQL tables via PHP. The
frequency of transmission  as well as the amount of data in these packages  might vary according to
the parameters established for performance assessment for a given set of tasks. Options for eye tracking
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in tablet devices (see Han, S., Yang, S., Kim, J., & Gerla, M., 2012) are also a potential mechanism for
additional performance data, depending on the nature of assessment.
Example Tasks
Several published curricular activities can serve as models for graphing tasks in the DGP (Bunton,
2003; Dempsey, Bodzin, Cirucci, Anastasio, & Sahagian, 2012; Grueber, 2011; Reeder & Moseley,
2006). Below are example tasks that serve to illustrate the potential for direct measurement inherent in
the DGP.
Task 1: Populations, births, and deaths. Task 1 contains three related subtasks which all
require graph comprehension and interpretation by the learner (Figure 5). In the first subtask (Figure 5a),
a learner is informed that the graph shows the number of births and deaths for three different populations
in an ecosystem, with the blue bars representing the number of births, and the red bars representing the
number of deaths. The learner may be prompted on concepts of ecosystems and populations if necessary.
The learner is prompted to predict what would happen to the population size of each of these species in
the future based on ratios of births to deaths  and in turn to draw arrows and Xs on the graph to indicate
increase, decrease, or no change in population size.
In the second subtask (Figure 5b) the learner is prompted to explain what the the line graph
represents, and then to draw vertical arrows or Xs on the green line between each node to represent
changes in population size (bigger, smaller, or neutral). The learner could also be prompted to explain the
rationale of each drawn arrow/X.

a. Subtask 1

b. Subtask 2

c. Subtask 3

Figure 5. Example task: Populations, births, and deaths.
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In the third subtask (Figure 5c), the learner is shown a modified combination of the previous two
graphs and prompted for any changes in comprehension or interpretation. The learner is asked to draw a
line from each space between the dots on the green line to the bar graph that best represents the
magnitude and direction of change in the size of the rabbit population. Again the learner might be
prompted to explain the rationale of each drawn connection.
Task 2: Multiple populations over time. To begin Task 2, a learner is shown a partially
completed line graph representing the changes in population size for four species over several time periods
(Figure 6). This task requires graph comprehension, interpretation, and construction.
The learner is prompted to comprehend and interpret connections between the four species as
represented in the graph. The learner is then prompted to draw lines to complete the graph for periods
three and four based on recognized patterns of change in populations  as he/she has just interpreted.

Figure 6. Multiple populations over time.
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Task 3: Drawing vs. choosing. This task focuses upon a learner’ prediction of changes in size
of three populations following the introduction of a competitor, requiring comprehension, interpretation, and
construction. It also demonstrates the potential alternatives of drawing and choosing predicted curve sets.
In the first version, a learner is shown a partially completed line graph (Figure 7a) and prompted to
describe the relationship between the otters and fish based on the population curves shown in Periods 1
and 2. After giving a description, the learner is prompted to notice the introduction of cormorants to the
ecosystem at the end of Period 2, and that cormorants also eat this type of fish. He/she is then asked to
predict (verbally) what might happen to the fish and otter populations in Periods 3 and 4 now that
cormorants are also eating the fish. Then the learner is asked to illustrate this prediction by drawing
population curves for each of the three species across Periods 3 and 4. Once drawing has been
completed, the learner is prompted to explain the reasoning behind the drawn curves (in addition to the
previous verbal prediction).
The alternative version is mostly identical in procedure, with the exception that instead of drawing
curves, the learner is prompted to choose from a set of provided curves (Figure 7b) which would be the
most likely outcome of introducing cormorants to the ecosystem. After selecting one of the three curve
sets, the learner is prompted for an explanation.

a. Drawing subtask

b. Choosing subtask
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Figure 7. Introducing competition: Drawing vs. choosing curves.
Task 4: Interspecific interactions. This task involves the interpretation of line graphs for
classification of interspecific interactions between pairs of species. The learner is presented with that the
four line graphs (Figure 8) and informed that they each represent different interspecific interactions (i.e.,
interactions over time between pairs of species populations) in four different ecosystems. Specifically,
each graph represents two different populations in an ecosystem, and each pair of populations belongs to a
different ecosystem.
Initially, the grey box containing interspecific interaction types is not visible in the solution space.
The learner is prompted to describe what is happening to each population in each of the graphs, and why.
Following the completion of all four descriptions, the grey box appears in the solution space. The learner
has the option to hover/tap over each term for a definition, such as:
Amensalism ( 0 /  )
Amensalism is a relationship in which a product of one organism has a negative effect on another
organism.

Whether or not term definitions are explored, the learner is prompted to classify each interaction
by choosing one of the six options shown in the box and writing the label in the line below the graph.
Alternatively, the learner could have the option of dragging labels to the graphs. After classifying all four
interactions, the learner is prompted to explain each of the four classification choices.
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Figure 8. Interspecific interaction classification.
Task 5: Plotting Data. This construction task emphasizes plotting tabular timeseries data for
two populations. The learner is presented with a data table (Figure 9) and then prompted to plot these
data on the blank graph frame also shown in the solution space (Figure 10a). Depending on the learner’s
interactions, he/she may be prompted to label and number axes and gridlines as necessary. Should the
learner continue to struggle with labeling the blank graph (especially concerning the difference in scales of
the data for the two populations, he/she may be presented with the labeled graph component (Figure 10b).

Figure 9. Data table with two populations over time
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b. Blank graph with labels

Figure 10. Graph component for plotting data.
In the following section the DGP is considered as a platform for formative assessment from the
perspective of a variety of stakeholders. The tasks described above can demonstrate the nature of the
DGP as a computerbased platform for assessment by serving as example content and processes to be
delivered through the assessment architecture of the platform.
Assessment System Architecture
Evidencecentered assessment design (ECD; Mislevy, Almond, & Lukas, 2004) is a systemic
modelbased approach to assessment of learning in a variety of domains. These models include: the
student model, task model, evidence model, assembly model, presentation model, and delivery model.
Briefly, the student model outlines the knowledge, skills, and abilities of a learner  as a context of
inferences to be made in the process of generating claims about the learner’s performance. The task
model concerns the structure and function of a set of tasks to be delivered to the learner, including
elements of content and contextual difficulty, presentation conditions, and specifications for the work
products that should result from task completion. The evidence model contains parameters for
understanding generated work products, including evidence rules for evaluation the work product and
statistical models for scoring the evaluated response. The assembly model is a metalevel model which
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contains instructions for conducting or assembling the assessment (based on student, task, evidence, and
presentation models). The presentation model is concerned with how a given set of tasks should be
presented to the learner based on the elected modality of delivery (i.e., mobile vs. desktop). Finally, the
delivery model is a more specialized peripheral model which contains all the other models as well as
information relevant to the operation of the platform but tangential to the delivery of assessment, including
potential administrative constraints  such as security protocols for operating the DGP in various formal
education environments.
A fourprocess architecture. Almond, Steinberg, & Mislevy (2002) provide a fourprocess
architecture for understanding ECD assessment delivery in a variety of technological and
nontechnological platforms (Figure 11). This architecture is primarily a framework for understanding the
interactions between stakeholders (learners, teachers, etc.) and the different types of components,
systems, and data that move around the platform as it delivers assessments  thus it can clarify how
unobtrusive assessment intentions can actually be accomplished using reliable measurement
instrumentation.

Figure 11. Overview of assessment cycle (in Almond, Steinberg, & Mislevy, 2002).
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The cyclical nature of linkage between the four processes is described succinctly by the creators:
“The Activity Selection Process selects a task (tasks include items, sets of items, or other
activities) and directs the Presentation Process to display it. When the participant has
finished interacting with the item, the Presentation Process sends the results (a Work
Product) to Response Processing. This process identifies essential Observations about the
results and passes them to the Summary Scoring Process, which updates the Scoring
Record, tracking our beliefs about the participant’s knowledge. The Activity Selection
Process then makes a decision about what to do next, based on the current beliefs about
the participant or other criteria” (p.7, Almond, Steinberg, & Mislevy, 2002).
Each of the example tasks described above can be aligned with the processes, products, and
feedback mechanisms relevant to various stakeholders involved with using the DGP as a systemic
platform for unobtrusive performance assessment. Before a selection of these tasks are coursed through
the ECD architecture, the “four spaces” of simulationbased assessments can be more directly aligned
with ECD as a foundation for the DGP functionality.
Datadriven mechanics. A substantial piece of the mechanical functionality of the DGP is some
version of the task/evidence composite library which would house all of the components described above:
graphs, tables, maps, notes, and traditional assessment item types (multiple choice, short answer, etc.).
Additionally, authentic and synthetic datasets for populating the table components could also be housed in
the library, allowing for contextual variation in task selection. Rubrics, scoring algorithms, and analytical
instrumentation for measurement and assessment of performance are also housed in the library.
Another aspect of the fourprocess architecture associated with ECD is the examinee record
(Almond, Steinberg, & Mislevy, 2002)  a growing package of data which contains work products,
observations, and the scoring record based on a learner’s completion of assessment tasks. Essentially, it is
a digital performance record for each individual learner. The DGP must implement (or connect with) a
performance tracking system which allows it to facilitate or conduct activity selection processes as a
learner continues to engage with delivered tasks. Continuous connection with such a data system would
also facilitate the DGP’s provision of tasklevel and summary feedback during and after a learner’s
engagement with each task or set of tasks.
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Tasklevel feedback is more immediate, concerning a learner’s direct interaction with a specific
task (or subtask). In addition to providing immediate prompting to the learner, tasklevel feedback can also
be stored and displayed in more of a trajectory form for later summative assessment. Summary feedback
is typically generated from evidence gathered about a learner’s performance on a group of tasks, which in
turn more directly affects the activity selection process. Another form of feedback not described in the
fourprocess architecture yet relevant to the DGP system is more intermediate  a sort of hybrid
summarytask progression feedback which can serve as form of support for the learner which places
the current task level struggles in a wider horizon of the learner’s past performance and current trajectory
of growth (based on his or her examinee record).
Four cycles, four spaces. The four process architecture can also be aligned with the DGP’s
generation of the (Behrens, DiCerbo, & Ferrara, 2012) four spaces of assessment simulations. The
problem space is defined (or refined) as part of the activity selection process. The tool space is defined by
a combination of the activity selection process and the presentation process. It is possible that the tool
space can be refined as a result of response processing, as tools may be added or taken away due to
changes in knowledge, skills, or ability reflected in a learner’s ongoing performance with a task. Such a
refinement was mentioned in the above description of Task 5: adding labels to a graph if a learner
struggles with plotting data. The solution space consists of all interactions conducted by a learner while
completing a task (or group of tasks) in the process of generating a response as requested (or implied) by
the defined problem space. At some point, based on response processing, the DGP transitions to a
response space, allowing for a completionsubmission process to be conducted by the learner, either
actively or passively, so that work products generated during task completion can be observed, scored, and
recorded as part of the summary scoring process.
Through the four processes. Consider the path of Task 3 (and associated performance data)
through the four processes when it is delivered to the learner within the DGP (Figure 12). Initially, during
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activity selection, the task is chosen by a stakeholder (teacher or learner) or automatically by the intelligent
assessment agency built into the architecture of the DGP. Perhaps the task is listed by title: “Introducing
Competition in an Ecosystem” and includes a brief summary. The title and summary are description data
about the task pulled from the library. Display views would vary depending on the role of the viewer: a
learner might see less description data to avoid hinting at solutions.

Figure 12. The path of Task 3 across four processes and spaces.
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The presentation process begins as instructions are sent and presentation materials are pulled from
the library. At this point the solution and response spaces are also simultaneously formed around the
forthcoming learner interactions with the DGP  all upcoming solution activities are also to be considered
part of the response to be submitted for this assessment task. The learner is shown a partially completed
line graph and prompted to describe the otter/fish relationship represented in the first two periods of the
graph. The learner begins generating work products as he/she describes the relationship verbally
(recorded) and, potentially, visually annotates the existing curves on the graph. At this point response
processing may or may not begin, based on a learner’s past performance: has he/she tried this task or a
similar task before, and if so, how does this current performance (description of relationship) compare?
As the learner finishes the description, a second prompt is pulled from the library, asking the
learner to notice the introduction of cormorants at the beginning of the third time period. Depending on the
response processing conducted, the DGP system may or may not decide to provide some task level
feedback in the form of additional supporting explanation of the context of cormorants arrival (with
revieworiented connections to the fish/otter relationship). Another prompt is pulled from the library,
asking the learner to predict verbally what will happen to all three populations in periods three and four.
Work product generation continues as the learner speaks a prediction, potentially sketching a few
predictive curves in periods three and four while speaking. Response processing is engaged to formulate
the wording of the following prompt requesting the learner to draw predictive curves, based on whether
curves have already been attempted, as well as the accuracy of any attempted curves.
Depending on the prompt provided by the DGP, the learner either begins drawing predictive
curves or modifying existing curve sketches he/she has already begun  continuing the generation of work
products. Upon completion of curve creation, the learner is also prompted to explain verbally why the
curves have been drawn as they have. Alternatively, the learner could be prompted to explain while
drawing the curves. Again, this decision by the DGP system would be driven by an investigation of the
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learner’s examinee record (and past performances)  an example of the progression feedback described
above.
During the entire time that work products are being generated by the learner for this task,
evidence rule data are fetched from the library as necessary when automated observations of these work
products are feasible. These automated observations are analyzed with weights of evidence pulled from
the library to generate a preliminary scoring record that is eventually summed and added to the permanent
scoring record  and thus the examinee record (to which all work products and associated observations
have also been added along the way).
As the learner finally completes the task, the work is “submitted” as a finished work product and
final summary scoring is conducted. It should be noted that if additional human scoring were required of
the final work product at this point, then the appropriate stakeholder could be notified by the DGP system
that the work product is available to be scored. In either case, the next step, should the learner continue
with more tasks (by choice or requirement, depending on the context for learning and assessment), the
cycle begins anew with the activity selection process  whether automated or by stakeholder choice.
Inferences about learning performance. What can be observed about the work products
generated during the completion of a set of subtasks? What differentiates a better learning performance
from a worse learning performance concerning a learner’s ability to construct a line graph as a prediction
of population change in an ecosystem? A range of quality in predictive curves drawn by learners
completing Task 3 is possible (Figure 13). Of the three curve sets shown, the second curve set (Figure
13b) is the highest quality  the most accurate representation of approximated changes in population size
across periods three and four. Judged for the same aspect of accurate representation, the third curve set
(Figure 13c) is the lowest quality. Such a judgement of quality allows one to infer a learner’s ability to
draw curves and create approximate predictions of changes in population size over time (given patterns of
previous change and descriptions of interspecific relationships)  especially when observations of these
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drawn curves can be coupled with observations of the work products generated by the learners’ verbal
explanations of their predictive curve estimations. Had the learner been asked to choose from three curve
sets (see Figure 7b) instead of drawing predictive curves, the issue of drawing ability could be removed
from the equation of inference, yet the introduction of a stronger guess factor comes with choice as
opposed to creation.

a. Drawn curve set 1

b. Drawn curve set 2

c. Drawn curve set 3

Figure 13. A range of drawn curve work products for Task 3
Consider another example: a learner making multiple attempts at plotting data on the same graph
(Figure 14) as in Task 5 described above. In the first attempt, the learner has plotted data with reasonable
accuracy, considering the fact that the data are on two different scales in the table, and here just one scale
(associated with Population A) has been added to the blank graph (Figure 14a). The learner’s second
attempt is much more accurate, since a blank graph with two scales has been provided, perhaps entirely
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due to the decision of the DGP system based on the shape of the bottom plot line drawn on the graph in
the learner’s first attempt.

a. First attempt

b. Second attempt

Figure 14. A learner’s two attempts completing Task 5
What can be inferred about a learner from a comparison of observations of these two work
products generated from different stages of the same task? What can be inferred about graph
comprehension, interpretation, and construction? What role does multiple scales in data play with graph
comprehension, interpretation, and construction? Had the learner annotated the data table provided with
this task in any way, what sorts of observations could be made, and how might those observations
contribute to the inferences that could be made about a learner’s graphing performance across multiple
attempts at completing this task? What is the role of task difficulty in this performance  a combination of
differences in scale and a lack of provision of those scales to the learner in the first graphing attempt?
Manipulating task difficulty. Revisiting the drawing versus choosing component of Task 3,
what role does drawing actually play in task difficulty, and how does that difficulty manifest? Consider the
nature of strokes made by the learner drawing curves in Figure 13b: a series of shorter, overlapping lines
in each curve. This indicates hesitation in the learner’s process while drawing each curve, perhaps
stopping to think of how to continue drawing the curve  and, possibly, simply due to a low drawing ability
(or a lack of familiarity/ability with drawing on a screen with a stylus). The DGP should notice the
hesitation in line generation and prompt the learner: “Are you having trouble drawing, or just thinking about
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how to draw the curves?” If the learner confirms trouble with drawing, the DGP can then provide the
option for curve manipulation instead of drawing curves (Figure 15), using draggable “nodes” (with
handlebars) on the curve lines. Should the curve manipulation option still prove to be too difficult for the
learner, the option of choosing from curve sets could also be presented to the learner.

Figure 15. Plotting multiple population curves via manipulation
Variation in task difficulty also aligns well with Friel and colleagues’ (2001) four critical factors
influencing graph comprehension: the purpose for using graphs, the characteristics of the task, the
characteristics of the discipline, and the characteristics of the reader. Two primary purposes for using
graphs affecting task difficulty are analysis and communication. Analysis requires comprehension and
interpretation; communication may require construction in addition to comprehension and interpretation.
The characteristics of a task affecting task difficulty can be categorized according visual decoding
required, the nature of judgement involved, and the contextual setting of the task. Specifically, judgement
increases in difficulty if computations, comparisons, or trend identifications are necessary as part of
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comprehension and interpretation for completion of the task. The contextual setting of a task refers to
whether the graph is presented contextfree (i.e., no axis labels or titles) or withincontext. Depending on
purpose of the task, the inclusion or exclusion of contextual factors may increase or decrease the difficulty
of the task.
Domaindriven characteristics of the discipline affecting task difficulty include the spread and
variation of a data set (i.e., reduction and scaling), the size of a data set as well as the type of data it
contains (e.g., nominal, ordinal, interval), and graph complexity (i.e., the nature of data structure provided
by a particular representation). Finally, the characteristics of reader (learner) affecting task difficulty
include cognitive factors, experience, and mathematics knowledge. Cognitive factors associated with
graph comprehension, interpretation, and construction include logical thinking as well as proportional,
complex, and abstract reasoning. A learner’s experience includes how much practice he or she has had
with graph comprehension, interpretation, and construction tasks prior to engaging with the current task.
One example of mathematical knowledge relevant to graph comprehension and interpretation is factors of
number knowledge such as counting, measuring, and classifying.
Measurement of Graphing Performances
In order for the DGP to serve as a platform for assessment delivery, reliable measurement
instrumentation is a key factor in its functionality. To bridge the gap between assessment and
measurement with the DGP, three major issues must be addressed: the granularity of work products, an
understanding of which factors of performance on a given task can actually be measured, and how to
measure learners’ growth in performance over time.
First, what constitutes a work product? Does each task result in a single work product across the
response space, or do multiple subtasks result in multiple work products? Certainly, the defined size of a
work product can be changed according to the nature of assessment being conducted with the DGP, but
the smallest granularity possible should be considered for the most opportunities for formative assessment
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while a learner engages with various subtasks en route to completing a full task. For example, consider
the subtasks represented by events 3.4, 3.7, 3.9, and 3.11 in Task 3 (see Figure 12)  a minimum of four
work products generated during the completion of this task. In event 3.4, the learner describes the otter
fish relationship verbally (work product 3.4.1) and potentially annotates the existing curves (work product
3.4.2) in periods one and two as he she speaks the description. Similarly, if a learner revises a graph in
multiple attempts  such as the data plotting with and without labels in Task 5  these revisions should be
considered separate work products. Essentially, the granularity of work products appropriate for any task
can be based on the intended frequency of formative assessment of the learner’s performance.
As work products are generated and assessed, what can be measured? Inputs, interactions, and
outputs associated with the creation of the work product are not only integral to the substantiation of the
work product, but can serve as salient features for quantifiable analysis of the quality of the work product.
Quantifiable features of DGP inputs include patterns of gestures, pen drawing strokes, text entry, and
voice  as well as patterns of combinations of these different input modalities. These patterns can be
tagged with the semantic qualifiers of DGP interactions  generation, manipulation, and annotation 
based on how those patterns of inputs translate into these types of interactions, such as dragging new
components into the solution space (generating a graph) or adding subcomponents to an existing
component (manipulating a graph). The outputs can also be measured using a variety of quantifiable
factors. Specifically, the quality of a graph as a work product can be quantified in terms of representation
type, accuracy of plotted data, graph labeling, aspect ratio, and data density, among other factors.
For a brief example concerning accuracy of plotted data and graph labeling, consider again Task 5
(Figures 9 and 10). There are two populations with eleven time points each for a total of 22 data points
(nodes) to be plotted. This means a 22 point score for node accuracy is possible. Data ranges for each
population size axis can be scored for accuracy using a simplistic 10 score: whether or not the learner
creates a range that is inclusive of all data points. However, if the learner does make the range too small,
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the graph cannot be completed correctly, so it would be assumed that the student would rectify this range
problem to complete the graph. However, if the learner does indeed make this mistake and not correct it,
such a mistake should be noted and scored. Similarly, if the learner recognizes mistakes in the plotted
nodes on the graph, corrections can be made  with increased attempts on a node having an adverse
effect on the accuracy score. Perhaps each incorrect attempt reduces score by .1 points, so 3 incorrect
tries means 1  .3 = .7 final score for that node. Forms of measurable evidence such as these can then be
assessed in terms of task purpose and characteristics.
Previously described critical factors of purpose, task characteristics, and discipline characteristics
of graph comprehension (Friel, et al, 2001) can also be tagged into tasks as scalebased metadata 
housed as part of the task description referenced in the task/evidence composite library  serving as a
quantifiable source of task difficulty evidence. The task purpose might be tagged as A.03, meaning it is an
analysis task with a difficulty of 3 (on a scale of 15, with 5 being most difficult). A task requiring both
analysis and communication would have two tags for purpose: A.## and C.##. Similar factor/difficulty
tagging protocols would apply to visual decoding, judgement, and contextual setting, as well as spread,
variation, data types, data set size, and graph complexity. Algorithms used by the DGP for assessment
decisionmaking (response processing) could reference these factor/difficulty tags in comparison with
measurable evidence collected from a learner’s inputs and outputs associated with a work product.
Critical learner characteristics (Friel, et al, 2001) pulled from the examinee record  and tagged to
the work product  can also serve as quantifiable evidence for continued measurement, including cognitive
factors, graphing practice, and mathematics knowledge. For example, what is the learner’s identified
logical thinking ability: low, medium, or high? How might that level factor into assessment decisions made
about the learner’s measured performance on the current task? If the current task is tagged as level 3
difficulty (on a scale of 15, with 5 being most difficult), a learner with low or medium logical thinking
ability might be expected to struggle with a level 3 task, while a learner with high logical thinking ability
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would be expected to complete a level 3 task with relative ease. Similar comparisons between a learner’s
established levels and current performance with tagged ratings of the task can be made concerning
practice (and mathematics). Has the learner faced this type of task before (i.e., a line graph with multiple
scales on the yaxis), and if so, how many times, and what is the trend of performance: improvement,
continued failure? How can this identified trend be utilized to provide tasklevel and summary feedback?
Tracking Learner Performance Over Time
Identifying the relationship between a learner’s current performance, trends of past performances,
and decisions for feedback brings into focus a primary goal of the DGP: continuously improved guided
practice through the provision of justintime scaffolding for the learner. Conceptualizing the DGP as an
intelligent assessment system implementing Bayes nets and probabilistic prediction for delivery of such
guidance through formative assessment can substantiate the value of tracking a learner’s performance
over time, as well as the value of classifying learners into groups based on trends of growth.
Latent Class Analysis (LCA; see Collins & Lanza, 2010) is an analytical framework for
identifying unobservable subgroups within a population which can be used for better understanding the
antecedents and consequences of increasingly complex behaviors, allowing for targeted intervention of
particular subgroups  or, in the case of the DGP, targeted feedback for different groups of learners.
Thus, LCA can serve as the analytical backbone of the DGP system for constructing and maintaining
examinee records. As the examinee record grows, learners can be continuously classified based on
probabilistic comparisons of their past and current graphing performances. Specifically, item response
probabilities provide the basis for generation of latent classes (categories) of learners. Two extensions of
LCA are repeated measures LCA (RMLCA) and latent transition analysis (LTA)  both with a focus on
longitudinal data (Collins & Lanza, 2010). In the case of RMLCA, latent classes correspond to patterns of
categorical or discrete change over time, and this change over time is modelled in whatever form it
naturally takes  possibly quite varied from one class to the next. This makes RMLCA suitable for
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questions involving subgroups characterized by their patterns of change across adjacent time points, or
classifying students into groups based on tracked changes in individual performance (patterns of growth)
over several time points. In contrast, LTA is concerned with modeling and characterizing change between
latent classes across time using three parameters: latent class prevalences, itemresponse probabilities, and
transition probabilities, with transition probabilities expressing how change occurs between latent classes
over time. Thus, LTA is suitable for questions concerning learners’ transitions between latent statuses
across adjacent time points. Essentially, RMLCA can be used to classify learners into groups based on
patterns of growth, and LTA can be used to track those learners’ transitions between groups (up or down)
as they continue their growth following initial classification..
For example, Schneider and Hardy (2012) analyzed third graders’ conceptual change with sinking
and floating properties of objects, tested over three time points. Using a latent profile transition analysis
(here profile is synonymous with class), they identified five classes of learners: misconceptions,
fragmented, indecisive, prescientific, and scientific. Further, out of a possible 125, they identified seven
developmental pathways  such as the decreasingfragmentation or ideallearning pathways  for
achieving the intended conceptual change. They found that a learner’s profile (class) at any point in time
can be used to predict further development. Following the path demonstrated by these researchers, it is
clear that such experimental research is necessary to begin to model the latent classes associated with
growth in ability such as graph construction  necessary and feasible.

A Platform For Cognitive Research in the Context of Growth
In addition to serving as a platform for learning and assessment across formal and informal
environments, the DGP can serve as a platform for conducting cognitive task analyses and
laboratorybased experimental research on factors of cognitive load (Sweller, Van Merriënboer, & Paas,
1998). The DGP could be built to facilitate a dualtask methodology (e.g., Brünken, Steinbacher, Plass, &
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Leutner, 2002) for isolating factors of extraneous, intrinsic, and germane cognitive load inherent in
multitouch interactivity; interactive data visualization; graph comprehension and interpretation; and graph
construction  integrating these studies into the established flow of learner growth reflected in the
examinee record. In this way, the DGP could serve as a functional platform for advancing research on
these isolated factors of cognitive load in the context of established learner growth across authentic
learning tasks. Further, Van Merriënboer and Sweller (2005) note: “Future research should reveal the
strengths and weaknesses of using cognitive load and performance measures to determine expertise and
should make critical, databased comparisons” (pp. 171172). They go on to emphasize that a rigorous
testing program  founded upon controlled experimental designs which can be easily replicated  is
critical for the continued development of cognitive load theory. The DGP can be designed to serve as a
platform for exactly this type of testing program.
In their reconsideration of the fundamental nature of cognitive load, Schnotz and Kürschner (2007)
call into question the generalizability of results from prior experimental work, exploring conceptual
differences in intrinsic, extraneous, and germane cognitive load from the perspective of Vygotski’s (1963)
zone of proximal development, which leads to a novel understanding of the relationship between cognitive
load and the expertise reversal effect. As such, they consider task performance and learning to be
related, yet also identify fundamental differences, which is certainly relevant for assessment. They offer
modified versions of each type of cognitive load and relate these to learning and instructional design.
Additionally, they note that continued research on cognitive load and learning should look beyond cognitive
learning to perceptual and behavioral (motor) learning (e.g., Guthrie, 1952). This seems quite relevant to
research on acquisition of graphing ability, especially in a gesturebased tablet environment.
Schnotz and Kürschner (2007) also call for a distinction of research findings across explicit and
implicit learning processes, with implicit learning defined as “learning without the intention to learn and
even without awareness of what has been learned” (p. 503)  essentially playoriented learning in a
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lowstakes solution/response space. Such a research focus across all types of learning can help to
understand the scope of the DGP and its potential ability to foster iterative cycles of experimental,
datadriven research to inform the continued design and development of a cognitivelybased platform for
evidencecentered assessment of learning through analysis of task performances as learners demonstrate
growth over long periods of time.
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